
Codes - steganography puzzle

The puzzle is at 
http://www.bluesquarething.co.uk/kthree/codes/crisps.htm 

I tend not to give children these slides - and obviously not 
the solution ones. The biggest problem I have is that I can 
never remember exactly how many pieces of information I 
hid. Which is annoying. I think it’s about 13 or 14.

Everything is to do with potatoes. Honestly, I have no idea 
why. It seemed like a good idea at the time.

Set it up as - what’s the password needed?
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http://www.bluesquarething.co.uk/kthree/codes/crisps.htm
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Page title

Acrostic - capitalised 
words

Acrostic - read 
downwards

QR code - Roast 
Potatoes

Text under barcode = 
Rosti (a grated potato 
pancake dish from 
Switzerland

Very small text

Very small 
writing here

Small image - right click 
and open in new tab. 
Image is of poutine - a 
French canadian dish

Right click on the 
image and open in 
a new tab to get a 
bigger version

Hidden hyperlink down here - downloads a 
photoshop file - file then has a hidden 
layer in it (2 diff types of potato here)

Page URL
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Code view: Ctrl + U

This will also show up a number of 
other objects that may not have been 
found

Hidden comment in HTML

Filename for large image - 
read backwards



Code hints
I think there are about 13 words or phrases 
hidden on the page somewhere

There is a theme. All the information you need is 
a type of one thing

Using the internet to help is perfectly fine

How else might you get a hint?
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Code hints
Have you look at:

● the title?

● the web address?

● the page HTML code?

● blank sections of the page?

● anything really small?

● other ways of hiding information?
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Code hints
Have you asked anyone else?

Or looked over their shoulder?

Or e-mailed anyone?
I will try to check my e-mail if I can during the lesson, but I might not be able to
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Code hints
What’s the theme?
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